Climate Monitoring and Security Systems

In order to have better and more functional system control rooms, the parameter should be kept always under control. If
we consider the information essential, we realize that how system control rooms are vital. The system control rooms are
now being considered crucial for many corporates as the technology grows.

As it's well known; the measures such as Firewall and Anti-virus are the most commonly used methods. What if the
menaces were not virtual?

Now it's simple to overcome all those issues such as physical assault, tracking information source, early warning thanks
to Sisoguard.

Why Required?
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One of the first questions coming to the mind... If you haven't any security measures in your company or at your home, it means
that you are having high costs, small profits. If you have on-line operating products in your corporate and if the time is so vital for
you, 1 hour or even 15 min. may cause you to lose money.

If we consider a large-scaled hospital; 1 hour of denial of service will damage the quality service and cause financial losses. If a
hospital receives 6600 patients in a day, denial of service during 1 hour means 600 patients. The earning from 6600 patients is
500,000 USD and 1 hour of loss is 40,000 USD. The most important profit is patient’s getting continuous medical services.

Online
Monitoring

Benefits
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√ Enhances Service Quality
√

Reduces Losses

√ Shorter Depreciation
√ Raises Productivity
√ Computational Reports, Working Paper for New Investments
√ Minimizes Errors
√ Instant Observation
√ Reduces Risks, Various Advantages

Secure
Data
Transmit

Specification
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√ 10/100 T-BASE Ethernet

√ Internal Relay, Triac Control Output

√ Secure Data Transfer via SSL

√ Configurable Analog Ports

√ Internal Web Server

√ Integrated via RFID, Facial Recognition

√ Reporting Through Internal Web Server

√ HIS Integration

√ Smart User Management

√ Remote Software Update Support

√ SNMP Support

√ Updateable and Modular Hardware

√ 4GB SD Card Support

√ Ergonomic and Customizable Design

√ Configuration Through Web Server

√ Temperature, Humidity, Gas Sensor Support

√ Internal GSM, Warning via e-mail and

√ System Compatibility (Fire Detection, Burglar Alarm, etc...)

Email & Siren
√ Configurable, Digital Input – Output Ports

√ Wireless Sensor Support
√ RS485 Support

İnternal Storage
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Sisoguard has 4GB of memory. The modifications on ports can be
reported through internal web server. If the user redirects the device
via Firewall or Modem, tracking and accessing to the device will be
possible via Internet. User definition and authorization on the
device provide multi-user feature.

Maintainability
Sisoguard has a modular structure. It has also updateable
structure. It would be possible to add new modules to Sisoguard
and to upgrade the operating module. By means of its
developable structure, Sisoguard would be never inactive and
technical maintenance period will be shorter.
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√

32-bit CPU

√

Low Power Consumption

√

Ethernet, RS485 and GSM Outputs

√

Embedded TCP/IP Stack

√

SSL

√

SNMP

√

Internal Web Server

√

User Friendly Web Interface

Scalable System
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As a scalable product, Sisoguard is not only for the users at home but also the users in corporates. Sisoguard has three
types of operating mode.

Stand-alone Mode: By connecting 1 Sisoguard to the network, the user configures the device and starts to use it. The reports can
be obtained from internal web server included on device. If a limit excess defined formerly by the user occurs, the system sends
SMS and e-mail to the pre-defined people.

SNMP Mode: Corporate SNMP Server users will be able to track the device parameters via their own SNMP servers. If requested,
SMS and e-mail sending is available for pre-defined users

Integrated Mode: This is the most secure mode which is integrated with all the softwares developed by Sisoft. All the devices can
be tracked on a single server. Corporate working times can be tracked via RFID readers.

Areas of Usage
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Areas of Usage: Sisoguard can be used not only in the industry but
also at home and in many corporates as it measures analog and digital data.
Areas of Usage:

Healthcare Information Systems

√

Data Processing Rooms

√

Sterilization Rooms

√

Drug Storage Rooms

√

Industry

√

Smart Buildings

√

Agriculture

Security
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Security: Sisoguard uses secure communication protocol due to its technical infrastructure despite
being a security device.
√

HTTPS : As the data transfer is performed through HTTPS protocol, no one can copy the data

and send it to your device.
√

Customizable warning and automation methods can be performed due to configurable

structure.
√

Warning and measurement values via SMS through internal GSM module.

√

Integrated with RFID and Biometric devices

Stand-alone Mode

Usage Scenarios
√

2 Motion Detector

√

1 Gas Detector

√

1 Smoke Detector

√

1 Flood Detector

√

1 Siren

√

1 Temperature Sensor

√

1 Humidity Sensor
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The sensors and detectors above are connected to the device. After the configuration is done,
user GSM numbers and e-mail addresses are defined to the device. Global alarm is set through GSM and
web server. If there is a limit excess with the values above; it sends SMS and e-mail to pre-defined
numbers and runs the alarm system.

New York
Chicago

Las Vegas

New Jersey
San Francisco

SNMP

Usage Scenarios
√ Sensors and detectors connected the Sisoguards and configure for

operation.
√ Imagine that all Sisoguards are in different geographic regions. All

Sisoguards in different regions are connected to a unique server through
SNMP. All the reports can be received from SNMP server.
√ Detectors and sensors are connected to Sisoguards and configured
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Entegre
Integrated
Mod
Mode

Usage Scenarios
Healthcare Information Systems
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√ Activate Sisoguard module on Sisocare server, then you connect it to
RFID and Sisoguard devices.

√ The benefit of the integrated mode is simply to manage your security

on the same database, web server and application server. You can
report all sensor and detector status. It is also possible to control
Sisoguard on HIS.
√ You can define smart scenarios over HIS. This mode is more

recommended for HIS.

Other Products
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√ Sisotemp: This product is a temperature tracking system for vaccination cupboards. Sisotemp measures the
temperature inside vaccination cupboards and if there is a limit excess, it sends SMS to pre-defined GSM Numbers.
√

SmartGate 2: It's used for personnel tracking, queue-paging system for patients and dining hall tracking systems.

√ SmartGate 3: It's the touch-operated version of SmartGate. It's also used for personnel tracking, queue-paging
system for patients and dining hall tracking systems.
√

ETS: It provides the communication of serial devices through ethernet.

√ AHSS (Family Practice Queue-Paging System): The patients can get a queue number by entering their ID on 7” touch-operated LCDs. It's
integrated with Sisofamily (Web-based Family Practice Information System)
√ PSS (Polyclinic Queue-Paging System): The patients can get a queue number by entering their ID on 7” touch-operated LCDs. It's integrated
with Sisocare (Web-based Healthcare Information Management System)
Please contact for further information.
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